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Granger gathers cleanly.

100 Games - Macca - Well Done

Under 11 Girls enjoying the win
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Round 5 | Wrap Up | Shark Attack – Presidents Letter

Round 6

Our Sharks players turned up in mass to compete with effort and heart this week. Many 
battles were played out on the day with the round returning a mixed bag. Some great wins, 
close losses and a result for one team too large to worry about. As per the weekly draw, we 
can refocus and look to next week.

Unfortunately, one of our dearest and closest ended her battle last week. On Wednesday, 
Marita ‘Reats’ Hayse lost her battle with cancer. Loving wife to Paul (10 year Committee 
Member, life member, and previous Team Manager Coordinator) and mother to Kieran (136 
games at the Sharks), daughter Molly and Cameron (150 games and current Red Colts 
Player). Our thoughts and prayers are extended to the family and in particular Wednesday’s 
‘Celebration of Reat’s Life’

We hear many words spoken of someone at this time and none truer about Reats. She was 
a loving, loyal and caring sole. A lady of inspiration, who directed her children on the correct 
lessons of life. Always with a positive attitude and a focus to live life to its best, Reats has had 
a true impact on many lives. Rest peacefully. 

Mother’s Day Draw

Thank you to everyone who contributed to our Breast Cancer drive. We raised $761.85.  
WELL DONE!

Congratulations to the following mum’s who were the winners of our Warran Glen Garden 
Centre and Cafe vouchers:

Auskick - Jade Van PROOYEN and Alex ROBINSON

U8’s/U9’s- Sally HUME and Jill DUFFY

U10 and up- U10B Tamara McDONALD, U14R Rebekah MORGAN, U15girlsR Liz 
DUNDON and ColtsR/U15boys Angela WALLIS.

Sharkwiz – Trivia Night! Proudly sponsored by Pipe Hunter

Sharkwiz 2018 under 2 weeks away 7.00pm at Domeney Reserve. Whilst this is our primary 
fundraising event for the year, the Sharkwiz is an informal evening whilst having bit of fun. We 
need each team to book at least one table of 10. Come on folks, only 60 tickets sold.

As we approach our 50th year celebrations in 2019 fundraising monies will be spent directly 
back on our club members. It would be great to make our 50th year one to remember.

The Sharkwiz organising committee are seeking auction items for the silent auction. A flyer 
explaining the request for any prizes/auction items that the Sharks Community are willing to 
donate is displayed on our webpage and team app.

For ease of booking an online system has been adopted. 

Tickets can be purchased using the EVENTS button on team app. Click on SHARKS JFC Trivia 
Night. Full tables can be purchased at once or 1-2 tickets so long as you know the table name 
to specify

Contact Nina Foxwell (merchandise@sharksjfc.org.au or 0409564724) for any queries

Summary

Looking forward to Round 7 for our juniors. If at any stage you have any queries then 
please don’t hesitate to contact myself. Go Sharks!!!

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444
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Our U8 red team competed in the YJFL Under 8 Carnival on Sunday and what a day it was. 4 
mini games in one day was certainly a logistical nightmare for organisers but what a great job 
of pulling it off they did. Our ‘red’ team played Kew Rovers, Camberwell Sharks, Macleod and 
Kew Comets. 

In all our games the boys played awesome team footy and moved the ball with good skills and 
energy with great pressure being applied in defence. The boys had a great day and filled there 
time between games with a sausage sizzle, nibbles and you wouldn’t believe it... more footy!!! 

It was a great day had all round and everyone left with a smile on their dial and looking forward 
to the upcoming weeks.

DentalArt

UNDER 8 RED 
COACH: Micheal Parker

SPONSORED BY: 
Dental Art 

Ph: 03 9876 4358 

YJFL Round Robin

UNDER 8 BLACK 
COACH: Chris McGinty

SPONSORED BY: 
Krueger Projects 

www.kruegerprojects.com.au

The Grand Hotel Warrandyte 
9844 3202

Inhouse Game and Round Robin
UNDER 8 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

2 Chappell Harry 9 Gadd Jackson

3 McLeod Maxi 10 Caltieri Sam

4 Hume Harrison 31 Brown Levi

5 McGinty Charlie 32 Buchanan Jackson

6 Mijat Jasper 35 Saunders Darcy

7 Myers Cohen

It has been a big weekend of footy for the Sharks U8 Black Team.  The ‘footy fest’ started 
on Friday nights under lights at Domeny. The annual Mothers Day game on Friday night was 
a wash out the week before, so the Team came to play on Friday night to make their mum’s 
proud of their skills and effort.  With lots of silky skills on display the Team played well against 
the U8 Red Team with their Colt’s buddies watching on the boys played well.  At the end of the 
game the Colt’s helped the Boys sing the song which was great.

Then on Sunday we were up bright and early for the Round Robin Tournament at Bulleen Park.

4 great games of footy were played by the U8 Black Team.  I don’t know what the kids ate 
for breaky but parents, can you feed them the same breaky every week? All 11 boys were 
ready to play and were switched on to play as a Team.  The U8 Black Team has turned into a 
tackling Machine.  All the boys across the team were laying great tackles, being careful to not 
sling their opponents, and were rewarded with lots of free kicks from the umpire.  

There was a lot of bravery on the field with the Boys wearing their fair share of tackles, but 
they kept on going in after the ball to pass out to a team mate.  Some special mentions this 
week:

Ethan Genever – Brave as always, at the bottom of the packs, was busy chasing opposition 
players.  Took a few nice marks and finished off game 4 with his first goal for the Sharks, a 
nice rover’s goal from deep in the forward line.

Marcus Di Battista – The running man. Marcus chased his opponents all day, laid a heap of 
tackles and got plenty of kicks.  Marcus played his best game for the club in front of some 
special crowd member’s cheering him on, and was rewarded with the McDonalds award.

Hugh Marsh – Keeps getting better every week.  Competed well all day and used his skills to 
the advantage of his Team mates.  Hugh took a brave mark deep in the forward line, running 
back into the pack.  He kicked truly and his Team mates celebrated his special goal.

Harry McInerney – Played a great game, competed hard and wore a heap of tackles.  His 
kicking was a feature today finding team mates with his passes and even nailed a few torpedo 
passes.
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UNDER 8 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Ethan Genever 10 Luke O'Neil Parker

2 Archie Hattwich 12 Jackson Hartley

6 Harry McInerney 14 Marcus Di Battista

7 Lucas Zylan 18 Alex Giosserano

8 Finn Arbuthnot 19 Hugh Marsh

9 Kruze O'Neill 34 James Cahill

Alex ‘Dusty’ Giosserano – Alex played a great game and kicked a nice goal.  His pressure 
around the packs was great, he made a few great tackles and played a great Team game.  
Alex likes to put out ‘the don’t argue’, but this week he wore the tackles, got his arms up and 
did the team thing to handpass to a team mate who was open.  Great stuff Alex.

Archie Hattwich – Played a great game.  He used his speed to advantage in chasing 
opponents and made lots of second and third efforts, never giving up until he got the ball.  His 
kicking has improved out of sight.

James Cahill – played a great game.  James has been working on his marking and took a few 
good marks.  He also put his head over the ball a few times and was unlucky to not get a free 
kick for in the back, but he got up and kept on competing.  He manned up well whilst playing 
in the backline, well done James.

Finn Arbuthnot – Finn keeps getting better each week.  He loves to chase down the opposition 
laying great tackles.  When playing in the midfield, he uses his long kicks to advantage, and 
whilst playing in defence, runs to create an option for his Team mates.

Lucas Zylan – Lucas is a great competitor, never gives up.  He tackles well and kicks long to 
his team mates.  He’s turning into a general in our defence.  He cleverly played on from a kick 
out which totally confused the opposition – good thinking Lucas.

Luke O’Neil-Parker – Played well.  He ran hard out of defence and made a few nice long 
passes into the midfield.  Luke used his height to advantage winning lots of tap outs to his 
team mates from ruck contests.

Jackson Hartley – Competed well all day.  Jackson uses his height to advantage taking lots 
of big marks.  His long kicks are a feature of his game.  Jackson is also a great sports person, 
he’s the only kid I’ve seen say ‘well done’ to his opponent when he kicks a goal on him whilst 
playing in defence.

Many Thanks to the parents for helping at the Games, especially the Genever  
and Hattwich families for keeping us fed and sheltered and Carrie Arbuthnot  
for enthusiastically goal umpiring the last game, in the rain.  Carrie has a unique 
technique for flag waving, combining disco moves with some Zumba thrown in  
for good measure.

CALL US ON 1300 855 442

Supporti ng your club/program with our FREE ASSESSMENT CLINIC

Simply call and arrange 

a FREE 10 minute injury 

check and diagnosis with 

a physiotherapist. Show 

your card when you arrive 

and we will do the rest.

BLACKBURN | NTH RINGWOOD | ROWVILLE | MT WAVERLEY

CLUB / PROGRAM

YEAR

info@bouncehealth.com.au | www.bouncehealth.com.au |  facebook.com/bouncehealth

Sponsorship Injury Card
Offering to your Club

www.bouncehealth.com.au

B L AC K B U R N  �  N O R T H  R I N GWO O D  �  R OW V I L L E  �  M T  WAV E R L E Y 

 www.bouncehealth.com.au      info@bouncehealth.com.au      1300 855 442      facebook.com/bouncehealth       @bouncehealth

Bounce is providing an opportunity to all athletes and families  
of your club to have access to a new 10 minute injury check  

at Bounce Health Group.

Simply hold onto your card and any time you require an injury 
check you can do this at no charge at Bounce. Genuine injuries we 
prefer you to book a more formal appointment but any time you 
feel something just needs a check then call us and we will book  

in your 10 minute check with a physiotherapist.

FREE INJURY ASSESSMENT CLINIC
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UNDER 9 RED 
COACH: Damien Noonan

SPONSORED BY: 
CLUB RINGWOOD 

Ritchie Appleby: 9879 8733

DOUBLE HEADER
PMS 7546

Park Orchards R v Park Orchards B 

After the previous weeks disappointment due to the weather the boys and girls had to wait 
another week to play under lights, but they got chance to play and say thanks to all the 
wonderful mums and special ladies in all our lives. 

Ollie Lanza was this week captain and put in another super performance showing his aerial 
skills. Ollie also received an award for his great team play during the game

The game was played in great spirit with both teams trying their hardest and wanting to 
impress the mums cheering on the sidelines. 

The boys keep on improving each week and at times play a style of football far beyond their 
years, their desire to chase hard and keep their opponents under pressure is first rate, they 
work for each other and look to share the ball with each other whenever they can.

Well most of the time unless an easy goal is there for the taking. 

The most satisfying thing is to see when they do kick goal the boys try and make sure 
someone else gets a chance to kick a goal next time.

Each week we try and reinforce the basic principals of football and playing as a team, giving 
individual challenges to the boys each quarter or one thing to concentrate on during the game 
or over a few weeks.

It is really pleasing to see they boys now start to take some things on themselves during the 
game. They way the boys set up during a ball up has been worked on for most of last season 
and now this year after the first few rounds the boys generally work it out themselves, showing 
great leadership and communication. 

With the positives we can always look at getting better or try something we haven’t tried 
before such as kicking on our opposite side or remembering that status are what we look at 
around the MCG but players move and run just as those on the inside of the MCG.

Remember boy’s players play and status watch and we want to be players.

All the boys put in a great game, they respected our club mates on the black team and 
enjoyed playing in front of their buddies.

A big thanks to the Colts for coming down to support the boys and getting around them after 
the game to sing the song.

You are a great bunch of boys and we thank you guys for your support and also for cooking a 
great snag.

Thanks to the Mums who came out in the cold to help support the night and to our special 

UNDER 9 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Duffy Patrick 12 Nicholls Julian

2 Hales Ben 14 Wachter Kai

4 Radle Ryan 19 Walsh Liam 

5 Fortington James 23 Nicholls Ben 

6 Davis Elliot 24 James Henry

7 Robertson Thomas 28 Inglese Will

8 Noonan Xavier 39 Noonan Darcy

9 Hales Angus 52 Lanza Oliver

guest assistant coach Anita Inglese who was very efficient on the whiteboard and organising 
the wrist bands each quarter.

Our other award winner was Liam Walsh who also put in a great team game, looking after his 
team mates and getting the ball out of the packs.

A big thanks to Nina & Sue who organised all the stuff for Mother’s Day, the pink lady support 
as well as the raffle prize from one of our super sponsor Warren Glen Nursery

Thanks also to Sam Kupinic for organising flowers for all the mums

Awards: Ollie Lanza & Liam Walsh

Opposition Award: Henry James

Park Orchards R v Beverley Hills R

As they say what a big week in football 

After Friday night footy and the quick turn around for Sundays game I turned to coaching 
mentor the great David Parkin for guidance. He suggested ice baths and rest, unfortunately I 
could only manage Pimms and the Royal wedding. Anyway, we got through it and prepared 
for a tough game ahead taking on the impressive Beverly Hills.

I turned to the dogged Ben Hales this week to lead us out into the cauldron of Doncaster 
Reserve and in true gladiatorial style was up for the battle that came the Sharks way.

The boys had a real challenge on their hands after some one-sided games and had to dig in 
and apply themselves whole heartedly.  The first quarter we held the ball up forward for the 
long periods early, but Beverley Hills didn’t give the boys any room to work. It wasn’t until a 
string of handballs between Pat, Will and Angus that the boys scored the first goal. BH kept 
up the pressure and fought there way into the game and kicked 3 goals late in the quarter.

After a quick chat about our effort and attitude and only concentrating on what we can control 
being tight on our opponent in defence and standing between them and the ball. The boys 
once again got stuck in and tried their hardest to make sure they where first to the footy, 
Xavier copped a couple high tackles that unfortunately for BH fired him up to start to take 
control of the midfield. We started to get on top but just couldn’t get it on the board, again 
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BH managed to catch us on the rebound and get a couple goals. Birthday boy Liam went in 
hard all day and copped a high one but he recovered and finished the game strong and full of 
running.

After half time the game went up a notch with both teams really putting it on the line, our back 
line worked hard to deny BH, we started to link up and move the ball from defence. Thomas 
presented well on a nice lead for Ben H to pass to taking and reliving mark across the midfield 
and moving it quickly forward to give Ben N a chance to mark and kick a long goal. Kai 
worked manfully up forward and tough it out when out numbered to ensure BH couldn’t take 
the ball away.  

Darcy laid a bone crunching tackle that saw him get winded but managed to get back up and 
support his teammates. 

Elliot got in and started to create play and Angus started to run the ball out of the middle. We 
Started to get our game going bit by bit and slowly get on top by shear determination and 
persistence. Wills clever play and nous helped the boys take control and after the back lines 
early work the boys wore BH down where James could start to use his pace and skill to set up 
and deliver to the tall timber. After Ben lead to the pocket and long kick to the square Kai took 
a great pack mark directly in front and kicked a well-deserved goal.

Pat was super in defence as well during the third not only laying tackles but linking up with 
quick hands under pressure with Ben H who was having a great game.

We started to look like we may be getting on top and at ¾ time we had a couple of our longer 
kicks in the midfield, we set up Henry in the goal square to lead out and present one out, with 
the half forward line working to the front ready to rove the ball, we it worked a treat we started 
to gain the ascendancy in the middle and as Henry was doing a super job presenting time 
and again the fleet footed forward line started to play havoc and run rings around BH. The 
back line still had plenty of work to do, Ryan who is turning into a real consistent player earnt 
himself a free by being first in, moved the ball quickly with a fantastic kick to Ben N in the 
middle who kick long for Xavier to take a nice mark and go back and kick a goal. End to end 
movement without the ball hitting the ground with 3 awesome drop punts hitting each other 
lace out.

James again played in front all day, listen well and goes and does with little fuss, Ryan was 
in under along with Pat and Will showing class. Thomas in the midfield having an impact on 
the contest. Angus and Ben doing what they do best and work hard to create. Ben and Ollie 
along with Henry presenting as marking options, Darcy with his pace, reading of the play and 
pinpoint ball use. Xavier also strong over head and fleet of foot, Liam ability to emerge from 
the congestion time and again, Elliot getting in and around the contest making the most of his 
opportunity, Kai and his physical work and determination. All leads to every boy contributing 
to the team not relying on just a couple but everyone as part of a team, makes coaching and 
watching them so much Fun.

Awards: Kai Watchter, Ben Nicholls 

Opposition Award: Ben Nicholls

On a personal note both Neil Nicholls (our trusty Team Mgr) and myself would like to 
congratulate all the Melbourne Supporters on their HUGE win over the Blues on Sunday.

UNDER 9 BLACK 
COACH: Sam Phelan

SPONSORED BY: 
Jellis Craig Doncaster 

Dallas Taylor / Daniel Broadbent: 8841 4888

UNDER 9 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name
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Some would say this weeks game was shaped on Friday night as the boys trained really hard 
and brought it to the contest on Sunday.

Our parents were also happy with our first sleep in as the game was scheduled at 
Cambwewell’s home ground at 11.30am.

With a couple of late pull outs in Sam Mcleod and Harry Strik the boys new they would have a 
tough game on their hands. Captains Gabe and Oscar as well as Tom B, Tom E, Lachy and Kai 
were asked to play 4 quarters and all of them responded with great games.

The day itself started with our Captains reading out the team rules as well as our game plan. 
This was followed up with a spirited team handshake which would see the boys ready to take 
the game on from the first bounce. 

With the loss of the toss the boys were faced having to kick up a hill toward the western side 
of the ground. Camberwell took advantage of their home ground knowledge and entered our 
backline on 6 occasions. 

Backline Tom E, Tom B, Gabe, Will F and Nate all contributed with fantastic first quarters. 
This was also topped off with an outstanding effort by Rossy at Full Back who dominated his 
full forward similar to an effort of Michael Hurley at his best. All of this would see Camberwell 
only score 1 point after all of those entries. Hats off also to the midfield in Noodles, Riley (and 
his great mark) Beau and wingers Kai and Presty for their efforts. Other highlights included 
Josh Bettiol’s effort in the ruck where he pushed off his opponent and won plenty of the ruck 
battles.

The second quarter would see the Sharks have their turn kicking down hill and place 
Camberwell under pressure. Shark midfielders Nate, Zane, Kai and Alby with Tom E and Dan 
on the wings took control and sent the ball forward on 7 occasions but unfortunately we 
could only manage 2 points. The defence led by Zac Antonellos had a great quarter. With 
Zac breaking the packs with his lightning speed and Will T and Harvey contesting everything 
on their flanks the boys managed to keep Camberwell to only 2 points also. Other highlights 
included Presty’s work out of the pocket and with Lachy and Gabe on the last line of defence 
we managed to keep them goal less for the first half.

A big drink of water and oranges had the boys replenish their energy levels. You could hear 
the belief growing as they knew we were only one point down. The coaching panel asked for 
a big quarter. We knew if we could keep them to one or two goals and that if we snagged one 
ourselves up hill that we would be a huge chance to win the game in the last quarter.

The bounce for the premiership quarter took place and the boys all fought hard right from the 
outset. Will F and Tom B had great quarters in the mid field with both of them getting plenty of 
the ball. Dan Nielsen had a great quarter running hard for the full 15 minutes and kicking those 

UNDER 10 RED 
COACH: Arthur Antonellas

SPONSORED BY: 
Pneutech 

1300 879 613

Sharks 2. 6. 18  drew 
Camberwell 2. 6. 18

UNDER 10 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Antonellos Zac 19 Hume Riley
2 Italiano Gabriel 20 Hulbert Oscar
3 Nielsen Daniel 22 Innes Beau
4 Smith Ned 29 Di Donato Isaac
5 Strik Harry 35 De Rooden Albert
6 Elliott Tom 37 Fortington William
7 Prest Joshua 40 Hattwich Felix
8 Bryant Tom 42 Fry Harvey
10 Mcleod Samuel 43 Ross Logan
16 Motteram Lachlan 44 Stephens Zane
17 Knight Kai 47 Torner William
18 Bettiol Joshua 48 Farrell Nate

beautiful drop punts that Tommy Mitchell at Hawthorn would be proud of. Other highlights 
included Beau’s contesting of the ball including his couple of handballs in tight traffic. Noodles 
kept contesting hard beating 2 or 3 players by himself and his marking has improved out of 
sight. Watch out Patrick Dangerfield Noodles wants your position at Geelong. Lachy Motteram 
also had a fantastic quarter in the forward line locking in the ball on 3 occasions and one of 
them saw him manage to get it to Will T who tucked the ball under his arm and ran at the 
goals like Dusty Martin but was unlucky to have his kick stopped on the line. His and Lachies 
efforts didn’t go to waste as a panic kick by Camberwell would see Young gun Zac Anto get 
on the end of it and with his fast running, bouncing and beautiful drop punt on the run would 
see us get that critical goal up hill. One of the parents commented watching Zac on the run 
reminded them of Adam Treloar of The mighty magpies. 

To top this all off, the backline also stuck together. Rossy once again took control and ran 
the ball out of the back half. Tom E and Alby were also in everything and their efforts at the 
ball made us all proud. A special mention also goes to little Riley who had a cracking game 
especially in the 3rd quarter where he saved endless goals. All of this after having been almost 
concussed in the first quarter. Well done Riley you kept us in reach.

The siren sounded and the boys came in only 9 points down. You could sense something 
special was about to happen.

Jake Leonard read out the team and coaches Arthur and Steve asked the boys for one more 
effort. Could this be our first win for the season???

The last quarter was like a battle field. Our midfield Zac, Josh P and Logan took total control. 
They were led beautifully by our General Nate Farrell who had a Goldstein like quarter in the 
ruck. Other highlights included Isaac DiDonato who fought hard every time the ball cane down 
his way. Well done Isaac another great game. Captain Oscar Hulbert also had his best game 
with his handball in tight a ripper to save a forward thrust from the other team. At one stage he 
took a massive hit to the face but like Joel Selwood he was back on the ground after spending 
some time with the trainer. 
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A big call out to Noodles who stayed around the centre and centre half back and single 
handedly kept retaliating all of Camberwells attempts to go forward.

The highlights in the last quarter kept coming, Joshy Prest’s Jack Viney like tackle stopped 
another forward entry and Rossy got up like Joe Daniher and took the mark of the seasons 
so far. The Sharks coaching panel and parents couldn’t believe what they were seeing. Then 
came the big moment for the quarter one of our smallest but arguably toughest player Alby 
got in and under the pack and kicked a goal. Only a few points down and 3 minutes to go the 
boys could smell a win. The mid field kept winning the ball amd managed a record 8 entries 
for the quarter. Felix Hatwich who was in everything today and had a fantastic last quarter 
managed to kick a goal however it was ruled as being off the ground and the score was 
reversed.

Booming kick Josh B chimed in with a 40 metre drop punt for a point and then Zac Anto ran in 
and just missed to tie the scores.

A few more late entries but the boys were beaten by the buzzer.

What a game!!!

Well done boys we had a real crack and almost managed a big come from behind win.

Keep practicing on Friday nights boys and that illusive first win will come sooner rather than 
later.

Final score:  Sharks 2. 6. 18  drew Camberwell 2. 6. 18

Captains: Oscar Hulbert & Gabe Italiano

Goal scorers: Zac Antonellos & Alby Derooden

Best players: the whole team

Bounce Sports 
Taping NighT

 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth

Clubs associated with Bounce Health Group are invited to an exclusive night for Sports Trainers to 
learn some taping techniques that will assist in their day-to-day roles as level 1–2 Sports Trainers.

Come and learn from leading physios about how to tape and get some tips and tricks which relate 
to both the junior and senior athelete.

Ankles / Knees / Achilles / Shoulders / Thumbs 
and more. Come and learn with the pro’s. 
Date: Monday 18th of June 2018

Time: 7.30 – 9.30pm

Location:  
  Bounce Health Group 

Blackburn

To register:  
  Email us at  

info@bouncehealth.com.au  
or call 1300855442

Cost:  $5 at the door – cash/card 
Limited numbers so get in early

What to bring:  
  Loose clothes will help,  

avoid moisturisers on skin
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UNDER 10 BLACK 
COACH: Daniel Bullen

SPONSORED BY: 
MEGA PET WAREHOUSE 

Sam Raso 9879 6299

Sharks 3.6. 24 Def by 
Fitzroy 6.2. 38

Despite the cool and wet morning experienced closer to home, we travelled nearer to the city 
for our clash with Fitzroy 2 and found much dryer and milder conditions for the early match. 

First Quarter

The Sharks boys were quiet out of the blocks, and soon found themselves behind on the 
scoreboard as Fitzroy set up well from their half back line and were able to string together 
clean passages of play that resulted in scores. Despite some fine intercept marking by a 
number of Sharks, it was Fitzroy who went into the first break with their tails up.

Sharks 0.0. 0   Fitzroy 2.1. 13

Second Quarter

After a few positional moves by the Coach, the second quarter started much brighter for the 
Sharks and we managed to win our fair share of the footy through the midfield. After scoring a 
major from one our first clean entries into the forward line, Fitzroy took control of the second 
half of the quarter. Straight kicking saw them sneak away on the scoreboard to set up a handy 
half time lead.

Sharks 1.1. 7  Fitzroy 5.1. 31

Third Quarter

Quiet and frustrated, the boys headed to the rooms where Coach Daniel cheered them up and 
challenged them to start again by winning the third quarter. After our customary warm up, the 
Sharks quickly found their groove and played much of the quarter in our forward half - denying 
Fitzroy just one point for the quarter. If not for inaccurate kicking the Sharks would have 
headed into the last quarter much closer on the scoreboard.

Sharks 2.4. 16  Fitzroy 5.2. 32

Final Quarter

Called on by the Coach to win the quarter again, the Sharks boys gave up an early goal but to 
their credit answered quickly. Refusing to let the game slip any further, the Sharks boys fought 
and competed hard and were unlucky not to kick a couple of late goals to close the margin at 
the final siren.

Sharks 3.6. 24  Fitzroy 6.2. 38

In the end, it was Fitzroy’s excellent first half that won them the game but the Sharks boys 
should be proud that they outscored the opposition in the second half. We look forward to 
hosting Camberwell 2 at home next week. 

UNDER 10 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 McIntyre Justin 27 Thomas Isaiah
3 Brown Indy 30 Arifovic Keegan
5 Eastwood Campbell 32 McDonald Eamon
6 DiGrazia Noah 33 Hine Cohen
7 Tasca Daniel 34 Halls Harry
8 McGowan Sean 38 Kinnear Cash
9 Paciocci Luke 41 Brown Harrison
10 Laurence William 44 Shamloo Liam
11 Daley Josh 45 Hamilton Logan
14 Sonderhof Logan 49 Wheatley Granger
15 Stephen Alexander 50 Wallace Austin
19 Zylan Dominic 51 Williamson Daniel
21 Bullen Fynn

Captain:   Indy Brown

Effort Awards:   Harry Brown, 
Harry Halls, James McGowan

Eager Sharks are ready to 
collect the crumbs.

Granger gathers cleanly.
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We travelled out to Greensborough for a keenly anticipated match against a good side in 
St. Mary’s. We had the advantage in the first quarter, kicking downhill, and got off to a good 
start kicking the first three goals. We moved the ball quickly and our forward line was not too 
crowded. James fought hard in the goal square to kick our third and we were feeling good. 
But St. Marys were not to be denied, and kicked two late goals that put us on the back foot.

The second quarter belonged to the opposition. They were harder around the contest, bullied 
our boys out of it at times and took their chances, which we failed to do, and so at half time 
we were two goals down. A few stern words at half time was hopefully the catalyst for a better 
third quarter.

The third quarter was all the Sharks. Lukas HB was fantastic in the forward line, providing a 
big target and kicking two good goals. Lucas N was moved to the ruck and dominated centre 
clearances and gave us lots of drive, kicking two goals himself for the day. Our pressure in the 
backline improved; Jacob B, Max B, Lachlan D, Lachlan A all doing more pressure acts and 
cutting the oppositions time and space. Archie was the general of the backline, taking several 
intercept marks and sending us forward. Henry used his great skills to spot up several leading 
forwards. Felix hunted the ball in the forward line and kicked three great opportunistic goals 
for the day. We went in at the final break with a good lead, but the game was not won.

We asked for a gutsy last quarter to stop the opposition and boy did we get it. Byron showed 
us that he can be creative in the forward, just missing what would have been a great goal. 
Jack and Owen did lots of gut running and provided plenty of link up to really drive us forward. 
Riley stepped up again with some great smothers, goal saving tackles and clever play to drive 
us to a victory. Mason was again fantastic, playing four quarters of body on the line football. 
All up it was a gutsy win considering how we were challenged. No doubt we will see this team 
again in September. 

Captains: Felix and Dylan

Goal Kickers: 

Felix 3, Lukas HB 2, Lucas N 2, James 1

Best players: 

Spirit of the Sharks Award- Byron

MCG Windows Award- Archie

Dickson Plumbing Award- Riley

UNDER 11 RED 
COACH: Rob Sette

SPONSORED BY: 
MCG Windows 

Grant Milton: (03) 9723 9705 

Dickson Plumbing Services 
0410 627 567

Park Orchards 8.14.62 def 
St. Marys 6.3.39

UNDER 11 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Hirvonen-Blunt Lukas 16 Nicholls Lucas

2 Sette Jacob 17 Kilworth Felix

3 Young Gabriel 18 Milton Henry

4 Harvie Mason 20 Drummond Campbell

5 Todero Dylan 22 Waddy Bruce

6 Wilson Zac 25 Nicholls Max

7 Leonard Archie 26 Sestan Owen

9 Di Conza Riley 27 Allan Lachlan

10 Bridger Jacob 28 Beach Max

13 Knight James 43 Inglese Jack

14 Steele-Bonney Byron 53 Sultana Jayden

15 Dickson Lachlan
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UNDER 11 BLACK 
COACH: Michael James

SPONSORED BY: 
Canon Toyota 

Rob Little: 9459 3277

Park Orchards (H)  0 . 2 . 2   Def by 
Camberwell  21. 13 . 139   

After a lot of controversy before the game as Camberwell went from having 16 players to 14 
players 10 minutes before the game left us with 6 kids sitting on the bench and threw all our 
planning out the window.

With only 14 only the ground for U11 Stinton’s is a very big ground…

Byron started in the ruck and tried very hard against a much taller opposition, while Ozzie, 
Elliot & Sean found their opponents to be very quick and well skilled. Our boys will have to be 
at the top of their game to be competitive.

Our backline was under attack as Hamish continued his great form from last week, Broc was 
excellent in every contest as Ozzie and Corey attached the ball and ran with confidence.

Positive Note to remember: boys when playing up forward or anywhere for that matter always 
keep moving, walk around, make your opponent think about what you are doing instead of 
watching the ball.

With some good pressure we nearly ended up with a goal but just missed out.

Come on boys big second quarter.

¼ time – PO 0.1.1 trail Cam 4.5.29

Both Toms were working very hard in their positions and Broc continued be involved in every 
contest. Archie was crashing a few packs. Bosco and Jedd put themselves in good positions 
when we had a chance to go forward. James as captain was trying with his excellent evasive 
skills. Camberwell were really starting to find their straps with some excellent handball that 
created space for their team mates.

Positive Note to remember: if you are finding it hard to get into the game try doing the little 
things like constructive talk to your team mate, pat a mate on the back, put on a tackle or 
simply try and be at the bottom of the next pack.

½ time – PO 0.2.2 trail Cam 8.10.58

At half time the coaches insisted on getting more players on the ground, so Sean and Jacob 
went to play for the opposition (well done boys). Tom Mac started find a bit of space with 
some great run and attack, James and Sam both attacked the ball well helping to clear our 
defence. Archie’s attack off half back and tackling pressure was excellent. Byron was asked 
to run until out of breath, which he did very well with chase and pressure, this gave Hamish 
a chance to get back into the action and continue his good form. Broc went from strength to 
strength as his 2nd and 3rd efforts were outstanding.

A much better quarter of football boys as you were more committed to chasing, tackling and 
being involved in the game.

UNDER 11 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Davis Oliver 15 King James

4 Bradshaw Byron 16 Sizer Charlie

5 Foxwell Austin 18 Arbuthnot Sam

6 Ficinus Elliot 19 Read Harrison

8 Taylor Broc 20 Mcdiarmid Will

9 Tang Bosco 21 Noonan Hamish

10 James Archie 22 Mcdiarmid Tom

11 Fletcher Cameron 23 Allan Jordan

12 Kelly Sean 24 Simos Jacob

13 Little Jedd 25 Arifovic Cruz

14 Shallvey Tom

Positive Note to remember: always stick to the team rules

#1 – share and Care

#2 – use the space

#3 – no U-turns

The team rules might not be working for you at that moment but if we keep practising and the 
whole team follows the rules it will fall into place.

¾ time - PO 0.2.2 trail Cam 12.11.83

I think after 3 very tough quarters of football its hard to finish off the game. Tom S, Sam and 
Archie continued to be excellent in defence, Broc who was outstanding all day continued to 
tackle, chase and apply pressure. Your commitment today Broc was exceptional, very close 
to your best game of footy. Cruz and Fletch showed great sportsmanship playing for the other 
team. 

Remember our 3 key words from last year

Respect – for yourself, your team mates, your club and the opposition

Effort – never give up, especially when it gets hard

Fun – you’re here because you want to be so let’s enjoy the journey.

Full Time – PO 0.2.2 lost to Camberwell 21.13.139

Big effort next week boys.

Captain: James King (C)  Broc Taylor (VC)

Goal Kickers: NIL

Best players: Broc Taylor
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Always going to be up against it today playing Richmond again (twice in 6 Rounds). Captain 
Max fired the boys up with some motivating words on his 50th Game (loved the..if it bleeds 
you can kill it call Maxy) and the boys burst through the banner looking forward to the contest.

There was some good footy played and it was a very close fought contest in the 1st quarter. 
Some great work by 1st Gamer Allen Guo who was competing hard and showing some of his 
team mates the way.

We went in at 1/4 time a few points down; but the boys were really acquitting themselves well. 

Unfortunately we slowed a bit in the 2nd quarter and Richmond kicked a few goals to go in at 
1/2 time leading by 3 goals. Our backline was holding solid our midfield just kept driving the 
ball forward but we couldn’t convert when we went forward. 

At 1/2 time we asked the boys to work hard, win each contest  attack the ball and things 
would start to go our way. And they responded. Cooper Smith was playing well and presenting 
across half forward. And after some great work by Allen Guo with a couple of great marks and 
kicks - Cooper was able to kick our 1st major. All of sudden you could feel a bit of pressure 
back on Richmond. Tackles by Cooper and Allen were sensational and you could see these 
things lifting the team.

There were 2 great individual efforts in the quarter; 1 by Lachlan Quinn who chased his 
own kick out of the back pocket up to the wing (love to know where his help was) where he 
harassed and tackled the opposition and then with some help from Andrew Holt-Oakes (now 
2 on 5) was able to tie the ball up - exceptional hard running and then Will Tait’s tackle on the 
biggest kid on the field to dispossess him and win a holding the ball was also brilliant. 

As usual Josh Smillie an Oli Nitz did an absolute power of work and just kept marking 
everything that came there way and were always looking for team mates whether by foot or 
hand. Josh Galstians tried his but off and Daniel Albers was his usual dependable self playing 
across half back, Captain Max played another good game and Gable Stumpf was trying to 
ignite his team with his run.

Unfortunately we ran out of puff and were run over in the last quarter with Richmond kicking 
3 goals. A solid effort against a very good side who all work for each other. We did improve 
on our efforts against them from a month ago; but we need to keep working harder. We know 
that in order for us to play well we ALL must contribute and not leave it to same players each 
week.

UNDER 12 RED 
COACH: Bevan Smillie & David Worthington

SPONSORED BY:

Smilsafe  
Ph: 0425 734 739 

www.smilsafe.com.au

Natskin 
(03) 9876 7881

Park Orchards  1.4.10 Def by 
St Marys 6.6.42

See you at Training Boys  

Milestone Games

Max Dominko - 50 Games

1st Sharks Game

Allen Guo 

Captain: 

Max Dominko

Goal Kickers: 

Cooper Smith 1

Best players: 

Josh Smillie, Oli Nitz,  
Lachlan Quinn,  
Josh Galstians,  
Cooper Smith, Max Dominko,  
Daniel Albers & Gabe Stumpf

UNDER 12 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Stephens Joel 13 Tymms Jacob

2 Di Conza Lachlan 15 Smit Harry

3 Fortington Jack 17 Holt-Oakes Andrew

4 Stumpf Gabriel 18 Nitz Oliver

7 Galstians Joshua 19 Worthington Thomas

8 Turner Cameron 20 Albers Daniel

9 Dominko Max 21 Smillie Josh

10 Quinn Lachlan 22 Draeger Nathan

11 Tait William 23 Smith Cooper

12 Galstians Jake
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UNDER 12 BLACK 
COACH: Jason Hutchinson

SPONSORED BY

Splash Editing  
Ph: 0413 384 358  

www.splashediting.com.au

Elephant & Co 
Jeremy Thomas 0409 864 910

Park Orchards B  4.16-40 def  
Richmond Y 0.2-2

It’s been a long time since we have had two win’s in a row. Great effort by the boys and no 
doubt another confidence booster. 

Although it’s always great having a win, the score board tells a very clear picture. We really 
had trouble converting on what was a pretty dominant performance. I put this down to a few 
of things: One, I thought Richmond did a good job keeping the pressure on us in the backline. 
Two, the forward line was way too congested and three, we just blazed away at goal and took 
some pretty ordinary shots. All good things to practice and work on at training this week.

The highlights of the game for me this week was seeing a continued improvement and lift 
in intensity across all the boys. I loved seeing Bailey tackling with intensity, I though Spida 
presented really well and took some great marks across the ground, I loved the effort from 
Layne who always give 100% and I thought Lachlan had another great game and is such a 
smart user of the ball. I also thought Ben continued to dominate the ruck and a took some 
fantastic big man marks across the ground as did Adamo who is an absolute brut when he 
has the ball in his hands. There were some great passages of play across the oval and the 
boys should be really proud of their efforts. 

The last few weeks we have been making a large number of rotations across the ground which 
has allowed the boys to all play in different roles. To address the flooding issues we had this 
weekend we are going to announce a team at training and teach the boys about playing their 
role and where they can and can’t go on the ground. The aim will be for the boys to play 2-3 
quarters in a set position and to learn some set plays to help open up the ground.

I suspect the next two games against Brunswick and Whitehorse will be tougher and give us 
an indication as to how we are really travelling.  

Captain: Flynn Hutchinson 

Goal Kickers: Flynn (1), Will (1),  Adamo (1), Sammy (1), 

Best players: Will, Sammy P, Ben, Connor

UNDER 12 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name
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UNDER 13 RED 
COACH: Damian Smith

SPONSORED BY:

JNJ Electrics

Pneutech 
1300 879 613

Sharks 5.2.32 def  
Beverley Hills 3.4.22

UNDER 13 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Tovey Joshua 12 Morcom Tom

2 Lee Sebastian 14 Rees Thomas

4 King Fraser 16 Sonderhof William

5 Broadbent David 17 Kilkenny Tobias

6 Parrott Matthew 18 Pollock Oscar

7 Harrison Sam 19 Oakes Bradley

8 Dempsey James 20 Stephens Sam

9 Smith Zac 21 Hume Bradley

10 Adama Acelin 23 Trembath Cooper

11 Foxwell Joel 24 Morgan Jamison

On a drizzly morning we put the black shorts on to take on a traditionally strong junior footy 
club in Beverly Hills, the original home of Paul Roos as a whippersnapper.

After a third of the season behind us, we look like settling down with our spine. Coop came 
into the game under an injury cloud and a few others had suspect ankles to boot….I was not 
confident we would finish the game with 18 fit men on the park. This unfortunately has a little 
to do with the world we live in and how some of our cherubs are bought along with minds as 
hard as half-set jelly but I digress. 

Sammy Stephens ran through the banner for his 50th game and duly won the toss and without 
consultation from the coaching staff decided to kick whichever way he wanted to! Didn’t really 
matter.

Big Polly started back again and started well. Smithy was getting dragged back to the goal 
square by a small sawnoff not really interested in getting a kick, the engine room started with 

aplomb with Sonders leading the way again for another week. Pazz, Reesy and Ace were all 
pretty busy around the pill as we put our game together. Coop and Davey B applied some 
scoreboard pressure before we moved Coop into the ruck giving Ace a spell. We held them 
scoreless to the first break.

The second quarter was similar, we kicked one goal, two points with Killa scoring again. Our 
game was a little fragmented however as the boys were not running from behind to support 
each other and the opposition did a pretty good job at bottling the game up that suited them 
more than us.

Half time 3.2 to no score.

Foxy was going half rat power off the back of the square, Kingy was looking dangerous 
forward and Mork was really the only shining light from a running perspective down back. 
Jamo still looked a bit proppy and needs to get a footy into his hands more often maybe. The 
General continued his renewed enthusiasm for the game and tackled like his life depended on 
it. Oakesy was helping out solidly down back and Humey tried a ‘Dusty’ that worked OK.

We were still missing Demps and Sammy H had a dodgy vindaloo and couldn’t make it to the 
ground. 

We kicked another two goals via Killa the goalsneak and big Coop chiming in again during the 
premiership quarter. Beverly Hills were looking a lot more cohesive however and in this game 
that is so built on momentum we didn’t feel comfortable at all leading with a 4 goals going into 
the last quarter. Their ruckman was marking everything and indeed if the big guy converted in 
front of goal, we would have been in more trouble.

We held sway, just barely….they had 4 scoring shots to zero in the last quarter as we ran out 
of steam. Perhaps time for a change up at training soon.

Well done to all again – another good contribution from all of the boys.

Best players were: Sonders, Pollock, Rees, Pazz, JT and Killa
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Round 6 saw our first game at the Shark Tank playing against Camberwell.  Still with only 
17 available, thanks to Max Dominko & Tom Worthington from U12 for playing back-to-back 
games to help fill our numbers.

A difficult first quarter with Camberwell running & spreading from the contest well.  They piled 
on 4 goals by quarter time.  Charlie continues to thrive in the ruck & Harry gives us class & 
poise in the midfiled.  Solomon showed individual flair in the back half attacking the ball well 
as did Oscar repelling a few attacks.  Our captain Boston was presenting well & took a few 
telling marks but we couldn’t capitalise.  Tom took a good mark & used his skill well.

Second quarter saw us more competitive but there was too much for our backline to do.  A 
few ball got over the back & they ran into easy goals.  Our forays forward were more difficult 
but Ben W was presenting at full forward & Lucas was going well on his wing.  Remi was 
giving his all at half back.  Max showed his competiive nature on more than 1 occasion.  Rhys 
was working hard in the midfiled & Dan S was breaking tackles & getting the ball forward.  
Unfortunately just before halftime, as brave-as-they-come Jacob was on the end of some 
friendly fire & coped a heavy hit in a marking contest.  He was able to get off the ground but 
his day was done & we wish him a speedy recovery from the knock.

We went to halftime a bit flat but we shuffled some players around & asked the boys for a 
competitive push for the second half.  They didn’t disappoint.  Matt moved into the midfield 
& had his best game for the year.  Using his run & carry & great kicking skills.  Mitch was a 
tackling machine & began to get rewarded for his efforts.  Bo & Brodie began to exert pressure 
up forward & James was burrowing in .  Happy to see Dan W also starting show some good 
signs wth his marking, kicking & general play.  Also pleasing was the marking of Solomon 
which then followed a pon-point pass to Harry to give us our goal for the quarter.  Good play 
boys.

For the final quarter, we wanted to remain competitive.  All the boys tried their hearts out & 
while we were out-classed we did not drop our heads.

Best players were Charlie in the ruck, Harry, Solomon, Rhys & Matt W in the midfield, Lucas 
on his wing & Dan W patrolling the back line.  Mitch was a tackling machine & Remi continues 
to grow. 

UNDER 13 BLACK 
COACH: Rob Clark

SPONSORED BY:

Ravida 
www.ravida.com.au

All Over Bins 
1300 555 087

Park Orchards 1.1.7 Def by  
Camberwell 11.5.71

UNDER 13 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Smith Daniel 13 Evangelista Remi

2 Breen Bo 14 Leaumont Jacob

3 Prunty Harrison 15 Watt Matthew

4 Ramage Lucas 16 Brown Solomon

6 Jones Rhys 18 White Daniel

7 Sette Ben 19 Scott Yared

9 Clark Mitchell 21 Waddy Ben

10 Lynch Oscar 22 Keane Blake

11 Vermeulen Brown Charlie 25 Maynes Brodie

12 D’Alberto James 26 Harvie Boston

As coaches we desperately want the boys to have a win & sing the song.  If we bring our best 
intensity we will get that sooner rather than later.  We have shown that we can match it for 
patches but we need to translate that to a full game.

Next week we should get at least Yared back, possbily Ben S but Blake remains a few more 
weeks away  That will help enourmously.

Keep digging deep boys, continue to train hard & the reward will come.

Go SHARKS!!!

Captain: Boston

Goal Kicker: Harry

Best players:  Harry, Charlie, Rhys, Solomon, Matt, Mitch, Lucas, Dan W
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This week the boys were home at Domeney, the weather was threatening with rain but luckily 
they played the greater majority of the game on a dry surface.  Our boys ball skills were good 
and as the year goes on one can definately see an improvement in their use of the ball both by 
foot and hand and their general talk around the ground and backing up.

The first quarter was fairly even with Kew getting a bit of a jump on us even though we had 
superiority at ball ups and throw ins. Once again Big Dog controlled this area of the game 
and was very well supported at ball ups by Chrisso who again was superb in and under and 
moving the ball on.  Another player who got plenty of ball and was involved was Ryan D.  Kew 
outscored the boys in the first quarter but there did not seem to be any need for panic as I 
believe, even though they did, we had man on man winners in many positions around the 
ground our our boys were all going in hard with shepherds and attacking the ball. 

One of their goals came from 2 penalties for back chat with the umpire, it is very early in your 
footy life boys, I have played watched and administered footy for over 60 years and I am yet to 
see an umpire change his mind.

Better players for the quarter were: Big Dog, Chrisso, Ryan D & Noah T.

First Quarter:  Sharks 2/1 to Kew Comets 3/2

In the second quarter the boys gained the ascendency  and our use of the ball into the forward 
line and kicking for goal was spot on kicking 5/1 for the quarter.  Our backline seemed to get 
right on top and Kew were having trouble hitting targets from the centre due to our pressure 
on the ball and the way our backline manned up hard on their respective forwards. It was hard 
to single out one or two defender because right across the half back and full back lines every 
one of our boys put hard pressure on when the opportunity arose. Our forwards were always 
on the move and were giving targets  further up the ground.

We were again well served by the Big Dog and when he rested for a time in the quarter James 
M rucked and did a good job dishing the ball out of packs with good handballs and making his 
presence felt.  His ruckwork is improving every game and no doubt the coaches will be getting 
him to us his height and jump up and into the player at ball ups.  

Better players for the quarter were Zac McL, Alex M, Big Dog, James M from a very even 
performance. 

UNDER 14 RED 
COACH: Andrew Schafer

SPONSORED BY:

JNJ Electrics

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe 
www.warranglen.com.au

Sharks 10/9 def  
Kew Comets 7/5

UNDER 14 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Second quarter: Sharks 7/2 to Kew Comets 3/5

In the third the boys continued their ground dominance and even though Kew went into their 
forward line on many occasions our defenders were again up to the task and by playing hard 
at the ball and the player with the ball a la Brodie R we continued to thwart their scoring 
opportunities many times.  Other good players in defence were Ryan D who dropped into the 
area at times and made his presence felt being very hard at the ball Josh M and Jesh M two 
defenders who are now continually making the opposition earn their kicks by being very hard 
at it.

The boys virtually iced the game this quarter kicking 3/5 which although seeming wasteful was 
not as some of the quarter Kew were dropping an extra back. 

Better players for the quarter: Chrisso, Ashton W, Big Dog, Jesh M. Ryan D, 

Third quarter: Sharks 10/7 to Kew Comets 4/5

In the last we only scored 2 behinds, Kew seemed to have more around the ball at times and 
I think there was a little bit of an element of ‘we have done enough to win’ in our thinking. We 
continued to put plenty of pressure on their forwards and even though they kicked 3 goals for 
the quarter the entire backline can hold their heads up high.  Our boys continued to hit the 
packs and opposition players with the ball hard and fair.

Better players for the quarter: Chrisso, Jake T, Ben J, Big Dog.

Final scores: Sharks 10/9 to Kew Comets 7/5
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A must win game playing against the arch enemy Warrandyte, but unfortunately even my 
tactic of taking the opposition coach out the night before for a frothy or two failed me.

Again our numbers were impacted with injuries to Dylan Keyes (knee 4 to 5wk) and late 
omission Angelo Dimauro (cold 1 wk).

Fortunately a ring around late Saturday afternoon found us with the services of Will Sonderhof, 
Oscar Pollack and Lachie D’Conza – greatly appreciated.

The game was well fought and at half time our defensive play was strong.  Again a few lapses 
in concentration let the opposition get easy goals whilst at the other end we tried to create 
opportunities.  

On the Wednesday night at training we practised being - front and square when roving / 
crumbing the ball and picking it up by running through the ball using one’s momentum to 
advantage. Our players worked on these simple tasks but a number of other basic ball 
handling skill errors proved costly.  We dropped a number of marks that we should have taken.

The on ballers worked hard but at times we appeared flat footed, something we will need to 
work on.  Our tackling in the second and third quarters was very good but went unrewarded, 
which was disheartening for the boys’ great effort.

Like the previous week we definitely could match it with the opposition, but this has not been 
reflected on the scoreboard.  

So we look forward to another game this week and hope to create a few more goal kickers.

Captain: James Leach/ Kevin Li 

Best: Finn Currie, Liam Watts, Jordan Goss, Shannon D’Souza, Kevin Li

Goals:  Josh O’Connor (2); Ben Duffey (1)

Final Score: Warrandyte 11:10:76  defeat Park Orchards Black 3 :2:20

UNDER 14 BLACK 
COACH: Kim O’Connor

SPONSORED BY:
AKT Trophy Centre 

Keith Hudson: 9725 4339 
RNG Lawyers 

Adrian Riccioni: 9739 7377

Warrandyte 11:10:76  def  
Park Orchards Black 3 :2:20

UNDER 14 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Smeed Ryan 15 Li Kevin

2 O'Connor Joshua 17 Dimauro Angelo

5 Tymms Isaac 18 Watts Liam

7 Duffy Ben 20 Currie Finn

9 Leach James 21 Mahadeva Brinthan

11 Fisher Edward 22 Goss Jordan

12 Keyes Dylan 23 Vella Orlando

13 Wade Flynn 24 D'souza Shannon

14 Maramba Tadiwa 27 Cahill Zachary

CALL US ON 1300 855 442

Supporti ng your club/program with our FREE ASSESSMENT CLINIC

Simply call and arrange 

a FREE 10 minute injury 

check and diagnosis with 

a physiotherapist. Show 

your card when you arrive 

and we will do the rest.

BLACKBURN | NTH RINGWOOD | ROWVILLE | MT WAVERLEY

CLUB / PROGRAM

YEAR

info@bouncehealth.com.au | www.bouncehealth.com.au |  facebook.com/bouncehealth

Sponsorship Injury Card
Offering to your Club

www.bouncehealth.com.au

B L AC K B U R N  �  N O R T H  R I N GWO O D  �  R OW V I L L E  �  M T  WAV E R L E Y 

 www.bouncehealth.com.au      info@bouncehealth.com.au      1300 855 442      facebook.com/bouncehealth       @bouncehealth

Bounce is providing an opportunity to all athletes and families  
of your club to have access to a new 10 minute injury check  

at Bounce Health Group.

Simply hold onto your card and any time you require an injury 
check you can do this at no charge at Bounce. Genuine injuries we 
prefer you to book a more formal appointment but any time you 
feel something just needs a check then call us and we will book  

in your 10 minute check with a physiotherapist.

FREE INJURY ASSESSMENT CLINIC
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UNDER 15 RED 
COACH: Rob Ameer

SPONSORED BY: 
Screenhouse Effects 

Park Orchards 18.22.130 
defeated Kew Rovers ????

UNDER 15 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

? Halls Oscar 12 Phillips Edward

1 McMahon Bailey 13 Harrisson Ben

2 Cantwell Harrison 14 Scott Brayden

3 Skien Cayden 15 Foxwell Owen

4 Draffin Tobey 17 Kouteris Charlie

5 Faulkner Matthew 18 Linkin Samuel

6 Cormack Luke 19 Sonderhof Thomas

7 Nitz Brock 20 Wallis Matthew

8 Didier Finn 22 Rossimel Jack

9 Ameer Henry 23 Haas Jordan

10 Brown Jesse 25 Jury Lachlan

Bounce Sports 
Taping NighT

 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth

Clubs associated with Bounce Health Group are invited to an exclusive night for Sports Trainers to 
learn some taping techniques that will assist in their day-to-day roles as level 1–2 Sports Trainers.

Come and learn from leading physios about how to tape and get some tips and tricks which relate 
to both the junior and senior athelete.

Ankles / Knees / Achilles / Shoulders / Thumbs 
and more. Come and learn with the pro’s. 
Date: Monday 18th of June 2018

Time: 7.30 – 9.30pm

Location:  
  Bounce Health Group 

Blackburn

To register:  
  Email us at  

info@bouncehealth.com.au  
or call 1300855442

Cost:  $5 at the door – cash/card 
Limited numbers so get in early

What to bring:  
  Loose clothes will help,  

avoid moisturisers on skin
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COLTS RED 
COACH: Paris Harvie

SPONSORED BY:

Earthlink Contractors

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe 
www.warranglen.com.au

Park Orchards 9.5.59 Def by  
Banyule 14.3.87

COLTS RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 James Kye 16 Brown Gus
2 Harvie Ethan 17 Stevens Luke
3 Magnano Alex 18 Purcell Matthew
6 Wallis Ben 19 Gawel Lachlan
7 O'Connor James 20 Harrap Tyson
8 Munro Lachie 21 Bates Josh
9 Hayes Cameron 22 Bolton Finn
10 Panza Benjamin 23 Bridger Jesse
11 Smead William 24 Braunthal Zac
12 Standish George 25 Reyneke Sebastian
13 Woods Declan 27 Taylor Isaac
14 Romas Zac 28 Antonino Nicholas
15 Prunty Tyler 29 Fowkes Jayden

This week we came up against Banyule with another of our great club stalwarts Camo Hayes 
playing his 150th.  You are an absolute champion the way you have put the team and club first 
in the way you conduct yourself on and off the field. You’re a credit to your family. I know it’s 
been a bloody tough week for you and your family but the way you conducted yourself and 
performed on your on 150th was a credit to you.  Well done champ. 

This game was a must win against Banyule to have any chance of playing finals football, 
but unfortunately we didn’t come away with the win. I know that we were missing some key 
personal but we must learn to grind our way through this and play competitive team orientated 
football. 

This week we play Surry Hills and the expectation is that we come with an attitude to play 
hard but fair football.     
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As the Supercoach keeps saying, it’s important that you all show up to training this week

Captain:  T. Prunty

Goal Kickers:  N, Antonino 2, T Harrop, T Prunty, K James, E Harvie,  
J. Bridger, D.Hickey, B. Panza

Best players:  T Harrop, T Prunty, I.Taylor, Purcell, Camo Hayes,  
N, Antonino, Fraser Siesmaa
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COLTS BLACK 
COACH: Andrew Spiteri

SPONSORED BY:

Spiteri Jaguar 
Andrew Spiteri: 9899 4851

Resi Ventures 
Anthony Braunthal: 0416 069 959

COLTS BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

20 Holmes Lachlan 37 Cullen Jack
23 Tout Tommy 38 Button Samuel
25 Podmore Billy 39 O'connor Charlie
26 Gill Ben 40 Stone Ethan
27 Appleby Mason 41 Begley Noah
28 Wallace Kane 42 Hickey Declan
29 Newton Will 43 Smith Ryan
30 Archer Jackson 44 Spiteri Mclaren
31 Hartnett Max 45 Taylor Josh
32 Swan William 46 Siesmaa Fraser
33 Conlan Jack 47 Pellinger-Riley Brock
34 Mackay William 48 Leonard Jake
35 Greaney Liam 49 Choveaux Tim
36 Elliott Jack 50 Ryan Zac
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UNDER 11 GIRLS 
COACH:  Jason Dove & Tim Dawson

SPONSORED BY: 
Appleby Real Estate 

8727 9555

Park Orchards 5.4.34 def 
Glen Iris A 3.2.20

Conditions for our round 6 clash with Glen Iris A were good and the ground looked fantastic 
for an exciting clash that lay ahead of us.  Both teams fielded good numbers and the 
opposition were focused on stopping our winning streak.  

One of our captains for the week Scarlett McInerney gave the girls a rev up before the game, 
we welcomed Georgia Taylor into the team for her first game and we also welcomed back Allie 
King from holidays.  Charlise Doolan was unavailable. 

It was tough going early as both teams fought hard to get in front but with the heavy lifting 
done in the centre square by Sienna Pollock, Scarlett McInerney and Indi Tovey we were 
able to work the ball forward several times before eventually scoring.  Sienna and Tegan Rule 
kicking two goals each over the course of the day were again very important for us with Tegan 
going on to win the ‘Drink’.  Her 35+ metre kicks gave us plenty of scoring opportunities and 
got the ball out of the scoring zone for Glen Iris.  Scarlett again proved crucial to the win with 
her captaincy skills, ability to win the hard ball and important tackles.

Our forwards worked well all day trying to make space and present options for the midfield to 
kick to.  Shania D’souza kicked a very crafty goal in heavy traffic which was very pleasing to 
see.  She was well supported by the likes of Zara Dove (who found a cheeky bounce or two), 
Ruby Caldwell Willow Harvey and Georgia Taylor who were all very busy trapping the ball in 
our forward line, setting up goals, making sure their opponents didn’t run off with the ball and 
using their voices to encourage each other.  Well done to all.

One of the plays of the day was when Sienna chased her opponent on the wing in front of the 
opposition coaching team, drew close to her then executed a perfect tackle winning a free 
kick.  Exactly the sort of effort that wins matches.

Grace Bettiol was terrific all day, roaming all over the ground.  Her work rate was first class as 
are her long kicks and strong marks – congratulations on winning the Opposition Medal Grace!

Ellie Bryant, Zahra Nyariri, Mia Bosna, Grace Dawson, Charlotte Peterson, Jaide Scott and Mia 
Spencer Jones all teamed well out of the back line.  Ellie spoke well to the team at half time 
making sure we all stayed switched on for a big last half.  Zahra again tackled well, Mia had 
plenty of touches again, Grace is never out of the game, Jaide continued to work hard using 
her running skills and Mia SJ continues to crash packs and tackle with ferocity. 

Ella Saunders, Bonnie Spencer Jones, Elena Pelosi, Emily Caldwell, Macy Vendel and Allie 
King were just as important.  Ella was blocking the space on the back line repelling any 
forward entries, Bonnie was using her height to the teams advantage bringing the ball to 
ground for the rovers, Elena & Willow rucked and set up a number of plays, Emily & Macy have 
a great ability to apply pressure with tackling and chasing and Allie fresh back from a spell 
imposed herself on the game and was always in the thick of the action.  Allie even copped a 
heavy knock, eventually shrugged it off and got on with the game – well done.

UNDER 11 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 King Allie 14 Peterson Charlotte
2 Bryant Ellie 15 Rule Tegan
4 Caldwell Ruby 17 Caldwell Emily
5 Dawson Grace 18 D'souza Shania
6 Pollock Sienna 19 Vendel Macy
7 Bosna Mia 20 Spencer-Jones Bonnie
8 Dove Zara 21 Scott Jaide
9 Nyariri Zahra 22 Harvie Willow
10 Saunders Ella 31 Bettiol Grace
11 Tovey Indianna 55 Spencer-Jones Mia
12 McInerney Scarlett 56 Pelosi Elena
13 Doolan Charlise

We are now starting to see another group of players starting to make a real impact on the 
game, not just the older girls, which is a real positive.  We are five games in now and with that 
little bit of experience under the belt the signs look good for the rest of the season.  We need 
to remember a few things;

•	 We	need	to	be	first	to	the	ball 
•	 Get	in	and	help	your	team	mates,	there	should	 
 never be one player fighting for the ball –  
 hunt in numbers 
•	 Kick	long	and	direct 
•	 Get	in	space 
•	 Use	our	voices	and	encourage	each	other

If we continue working hard at these points, we will  
reap the rewards. So again thanks for your enthusiasm,  
commitment and you efforts to date.  It is great to see  
the friendships forming and the belief growing.

Looking forward to next week’s clash with Kew  
who sit top of the ladder undefeated, what a great  
challenge!

Training Tuesday @ 5pm – see you then.

Go SHARKS!

Captains: Ellie Bryant & Scarlett McInerney

Goal Kickers: Sienna Pollock 2, Tegan Rule 2, Shania D’Souza 1

Opposition Medal: Grace Bettiol

Best Players: Scarlett McInerney, Mia Spencer Jones, Sienna Pollock, Jaide Scott, 
Shania D’souza, Zara Dove, Indi Tovey.

‘You’ve earned a Drink’ Award: Tegan Rule

McDonalds Awards: Jaide Scott & Zara Dove

Under 11 Girls enjoying the win
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Sharks win 4 in a row !

Round 6 was our 5th game as a team and entering into the game lucky to have 16 with 
Charlotte Greene pushing through an ankle injury after spraining it last week was a big effort 
thanks Charlotte! 

We were concerned with scoring power of Banyule having scored 14.11 last game and no 
bench meant we needed to ask a lot from our on ballers and got given more than any coach 
could ask for in return!

1st quarter   

The tone was set from the start with our dominance in the ruck with Mia Servinis giving Amy 
Smith and Lacey Rule first use of the footy and getting forward for Mary Young to have her 
first set shot after a nice mark and going back and slotting it with poise !

Banyule to there credit were able to bottle up the game and we led by that goal at the break.

2nd quarter   

Molly Nash went into the ruck and continued were Mia left of and but for a few rushed kicks 
at goal we went into half time 8 points up but having lost Sammi Grace ( suspected broken 
elbow ) left us with 15 !

The talk other than Sammi at half time was about there physicality around the ball with a few 
Banyule players bumping of the ball and trying to put us of our game ?

3rd quarter   

Our best quarters have been our 3rd quarters and this was no different with our girls running 
straight at the footy aswell as multiple kicks and mark receives and some beautiful hand ball 
chains had the ball flowing our way and when Rose Modz-Manson marks and kicks her first 
goal we went into 3 quarter time 2.5. 17 and once again but for rushing a few shots at goal 
could’ve been 4 or 5 goals up !

4th quarter 

We continued to play Sharks footy and the 3 stalwarts of the back line Zoe Miriklis, Maddy 
Draeger and Lily Mercer repelled every advance from Banyule keeping a clean sheet and we 
all walked of winners !

Still lots of talk and a few wry smiles talking about incidences through the game of not so 
great sportsmanship from the Banyule team but by the end of the game we had them looking 
sideways at us with our relentless tackling and smothering topped of with our smooth ball 
movement we sing the song again !

UNDER 12 GIRLS 
COACH: Tim Rule

SPONSORED BY:

EASTLAND

Banyule M 0.0.0 Def by Sharks. 2.6.18

UNDER 12 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Lomen Alicia 13 Young Mary
3 Bastide Haylee 14 Rule Lacey
4 Modz-Manson Rose 18 Miriklis Zoe
5 Green Charlotte 22 Knight Demi
7 Moran Madeline 39 Grace Samantha
9 Stone Bethany 40 Nash Molly
10 Mercer Lily 42 Draeger Madeline
11 Peters Jayde 64 Smith Amy
12 Servinis Mia

Thanks to all who helped out not the least being Warrick Knight for running  
( being the runner ) lol...

Best players in no particular order

Lily Mercer, Lacey Rule, Zoe Miriklis & Amy Smith .

Our thoughts are with Sammi but we look forward to our first game on Domeney next week !

Go Sharks 
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Bounce Sports 
Taping NighT

 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth

Clubs associated with Bounce Health Group are invited to an exclusive night for Sports Trainers to 
learn some taping techniques that will assist in their day-to-day roles as level 1–2 Sports Trainers.

Come and learn from leading physios about how to tape and get some tips and tricks which relate 
to both the junior and senior athelete.

Ankles / Knees / Achilles / Shoulders / Thumbs 
and more. Come and learn with the pro’s. 
Date: Monday 18th of June 2018

Time: 7.30 – 9.30pm

Location:  
  Bounce Health Group 

Blackburn

To register:  
  Email us at  

info@bouncehealth.com.au  
or call 1300855442

Cost:  $5 at the door – cash/card 
Limited numbers so get in early

What to bring:  
  Loose clothes will help,  

avoid moisturisers on skin

UNDER 13 GIRLS 
COACH: Mike Newton

SPONSORED BY:

CVA PROPERTY 
Ian Angelico: 9654 2311

Eastland

Park Orchards 2.2.14 def 
Richmond 0.4.4

UNDER 13 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

The under 13 Girls took to a cold and wet Stintons Reserve, to take on Richmond. We had 
beaten the tigers a few weeks earlier in a reasonably close game, so we knew they would 
come out firing. The Sharks controlled play in the first quarter, with some strong run from 
Tess and Ava. Scoring was proving to be difficult and the Sharks went into quarter time with a 
single point advantage.

In the second quarter the girls were rewarded with a goal to Holly. The game had been played 
on the Sharks terms, however with the scores locked a 1.2.8 to 0.0.0 at half time the game 
was in the balance. 

The third quarter saw a resurgence from the Tigers, they held the ball in their forward line and 
had plenty of shots at goal. Fortunately for the Sharks their shots lacked accuracy with four 
behinds. The Sharks held firm under pressure and went into the three quarter time break with 
their noses in front 1.2.8 verse 0.4.4.

The final quarter was a tough affair, neither side prepared to suffer a loss. Lilly, Mim and Amy 
held strong in defence with some solid tackles. The Sharks were pressing for a win, with a 
number of opportunities to score, however scoring was proving to be difficult. That is until 
Holly lead for the ball and managed to mark directly in front, but she was at her limits as far as 
distance.  With the pressure on, Holly kicked a beautiful kick, scoring the Sharks second goal 
and putting the game out of reach of the Tigers.

Captain: Kiara Habor 

Goal Kickers: Holly Hansen x 2

Best players: Lilly Cameron, Charli Newton, Holly Hansen, Ava Leonard, Tess Perry, Kiara 
Habor
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R6 took us away to W T Peterson Oval in Fitzroy.  With Heath away Dave took the coaching 
bib and set the expectations high. We had learnt a lot from last week’s loss to St Mary’s and 
we planned to put our training during the week into practice.   

In what we believe is a first for Sharks JFC football, Wayne Bertoldi set up Live Streaming – so 
Heath in New Zealand could watch the game live on the internet!  

Q1 Fitzroy came out firing and our girls were surprisingly a bit shell shocked.  Within a few 
minutes Fitzroy had kicked an early goal.  The contest was intense, and Fitzroy’s mid field 
and defence were well on top.  The rain showers had made conditions slippery and clean 
possessions were rare.  Vas was getting plenty of the ball and Matilda’s strength together with 
Lana’s run and carry and long kicking was great.  The girls started to find their MoJo and by 
quarter time we had edged in front. Q1 Sharks 3.2.20 to Fitzroy 1.0.6

Q2 continued where Q1 had ended, we were edging further in front but the play was scrappy.  
Our effort was good but it seemed that picking up the ball cleanly was very difficult. Chelsea’s 
tackles were solid.  We missed a number of easy shots in front of goal from less than 15 
metres out but still managed 4 for the quarter.  The highlight was a super smart tap by Lauren 
to Lana who kicked her 2nd.  Mia also had 2 goals by half time. Sharks led 7.7.49 to Fitzroy 
1.0.6.

At half time Dave gave the girls a big gee up and challenged them to share the ball more 
and use the corridor.  Run and kick the ball hard out of defence and ensure we entered the 
forwardline through the centre. 

Q3 was a far better performance as the Fitzroy girls started to tire. The Sharks were finally 
sharing the ball and looking for the best option.  Lana was running well and Vas continued 
her great game.  Chloe busted clear from the centre and kicked long. Flynn saved a goal in 
defence.  At the end of Q3 the girls had added 8 goals for the quarter!  It was a wonderful 
quarter.  Sharks 15.10.100 to Fitzroy 1.1.7.

Q4: In the final term, the girls continued to run and although Fitzroy battled on they had run 
out of legs. Our girls kicked another 5 goals to run out dominant winners by 126 points.  After 
what was a below average performance in the first half, the girls rebounded with a fantastic 
2nd half.  

At training we’ll focus on clean possessions & watching the ball more closely into our hands.  
We also need to hit our targets & not just handball or kick anywhere. 

Captain: Alannah Boell

Goals: Alannah 5, Mia 4, Till H 4, Chloe 3, Jasmine 2, Flynn 1 & Lauren 1

Best players: Tilly Hodgson, Vas Karamitos, Zoe Douglas, Jade Hutchinson, Alannah 
Boell, Mia McAuliffe & Chloe Lee

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS 
COACH: Heath Lee

SPONSORED BY: 
SOUTHERN STATES GROUP 

Wayne Taylor: 8689 7111

Park Orchards 20.14.134 def 
Fitzroy 1.2.8 

Coach Dave revs up the girls at half time –photo taken from Live Streaming by  
Heath in New Zeland!  Love that technology.

No.5 Chloe Lee kicks a goal under pressure

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Kristen Bertoldi 14 Jade Hutchinson

3 Sahana Pote 16 Natalie Broadbent

4 Jorja Livingstone 20 Chelsea Dunoon

5 Chloe Lee 22 Lauren Knowles

6 Alannah Boell 23 Jasmine Taylor

9 Mia McAuliffe 24 Tilly Hodgson

10 Matilda Rae 44 Vasiliki Karamitos

11 Sophie Harvie 51 Zoe Douglas

12 Flynn Peters
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Today was a classic example of the scoreboard not reflecting the competitiveness of the 
game.

The girls tried hard from the outset and with 6 fill-ins from the u13’s it’s a credit to the whole 
group of girls - they kept trying and giving their all, despite goals being hard to come by.

Zoe dominated in the ruck, but we struggled to get clear possession out of the middle and 
capitalize on her good work.  Talia and Amelia were strong in the contest all day, Sophie ran 
hard and kept the Glen Iris midfield under pressure and Courtney provided excellent rebound 
from defense. 

In the first quarter it was pleasing to see the defense holding up really strongly and it’s a credit 
to the young brigade that stood tall, Remy and Kiara were awesome.  Ava provided a bit of zip 
up forward and moved onto the ball to assist. All three playing up a year level and having just 
played a full game, they can be very proud of their contributions. Although we didn’t trouble 
the score board we did have the ball in our forward half for much of the quarter.

At quarter time it looked like being a close contest, however the second quarter blew out a 
bit and we conceded a few goals.  We again had plenty of the ball in our forward line but their 
ability to clear the congestion with run and long kicking meant that they were able to get quick 
entry into their forward line and managed to maximize their entries with goals. 

Pleasingly we maintained our intent the second half and our endeavor can never be 
questioned.  Again the play was evenly split and if anything we probably had the ball in our 
half more.  We tackled hard and Talia led the way with a huge effort in the centre.  The story 
was much the same however and a couple of quick clearances from Glen Iris resulted in two 
more goals. 

The girls were set a task to win the last quarter, which, if you looked at the scoreboard would 
be a challenge, but seemed very possible when you looked at general play.  The small goal of 
winning the last quarter seemed to inspire the girls and our tackle count would have doubled 
Glen Iris.  We were rewarded for 3 quarters of hard toil when Tessa kicked a brilliant goal after 
breaking clear of the pack.  Alicia and Charli competed hard and put their bodies on the line, 
Isabelle gave us a lot of run when she changed onto the ball, as did the core group in the 
middle.  Courtney pushed hard in the last quarter and Amelia stood tall across our half back 
line.  

Overall after a flat start the girls worked hard all game and can be proud of their effort.  Some 
more kicking practice to enable us to maximize our possession and clear the congestion will 
keep us really competitive against this opposition next time around.

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS 
COACH: Matt Turner

SPONSORED BY: 
Kew Podiatry 
(03) 9853 7836

Park Orchards 1.2-8 def by  
Glen Iris 7.8-30

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Victoria Turner 21 Emma Matthews

4 Sophie Hirst 25 Amelia Rees

7 Anna Marchionno 33 Charli Dempsey

8 Eve Parry 34 Alicia De Santis

13 Ella Garniss 35 Abbey Callaghan

15 Isabelle Miranda 51 Zoe Douglas

17 Taliah Cameron 52 Vasiliki Karamitos

18 Courtney Murray 53 Zoe Servinis

19 Kylah Harrap 66 Natassja Shallvey

No 51. Zoe Douglas No 7. Anna Machionno

Captain: Natassia

Goals: Tessa

Best players: Tahlia, Zoe, Amelia, Sophie 
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UNDER 17 GIRLS 
COACH: Adam Pollock

SPONSORED BY:

Healesville Toyota 
Adam Pollock: 5962 4333

Doncaster/Bundoora BMW

UNDER 17 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Tahlia Tait 19 Charlotte Pittendrigh
4 Natalie Squillace 20 Zarah Brumley
6 Isabelle Pollock 21 Jaya Templeton
7 Abbey Dunphy 22 Lexie Jays
9 Brianna Clark 23 Renee Nuemeister

12 Alana Podolak 24 Matisse Shields
14 Alexandra Smit 34 Grace Schafer
15 Chloe McMahon 57 Charlotte Pittendrigh
16 Jasmine Prunty 58 Phoebe Hankin
18 Chloe Rice 59 Chloe Lay

 

YOUTH GIRLS 
COACH: Scott Marshall  0418 517 457

SPONSORED BY:

Park Orchard Service Centre 
George Konstandinou 9876 1816

Park Orchards 9.19-73  Def 
Heidelberg 0.3-3

YOUTH GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Ali Ibby 46 Smart Skye
2 Marshall Brooke 47 Gibson Lili
3 DeWacht Paris 48 Nixon Lucy
16 Hoser Addy 49 Bowman Penny
23 Hoser Jacky 60 Moran Ruby
24 Stylianou Kat 61 Kennedy Ally
32 Smart Angel 62 Cookes Sophie
36 DePetro Gabbi 65 McCarthy Kirra
37 Philipsen Samira 67 Butler Ella
38 Urban Tiana 68 Hoen Ash

Round 6 saw us playing at home (Stintons Reserve) on what was a typical wet weather day. 
Fortunately not much wind to speak of but a constant drizzle made for a greasy surface.  

It was great to help Skye and Addy celebrate 50 games as the ran through banners at the 
start of the game. Both teams started with 17 players so we were expecting an even effort 
from both sides.  However from the first bounce we had set the tone scoring early goals to 
head to the break 3.4-22 to nil.  Plenty of opportunities presented for the forward line led by 
Ibby who was supported by Kirra and Ella.  We simply had too much pace through the middle 
of the ground an up forward.   After quarter time we expected the opposition to mount some 
pressure and they did holding us to only 1 goal in the second quarter. Our defence, however, 
stood tall lead by Adelyn, Brooke, Sky, Ally Tiana with support from Lucy. Whilst we won the 
quarter we can improve on our manning up and running to our positions with some purpose 
at stoppages and free kicks.  After the main break we started to find our targets and got some 
great drive out of the centre from Samira and Paris rotating in ruck who was supported by 
Jacky, Gabbi, and Sophie. All the midfielders where getting plenty of ball as we has 9 shots on 
goal but unfortunately kicked 2 goals 7 for the quarter.  

With the game won by 3 quarter time we had the luxury of rotating player to positions they  
do not normally get to play. Brooke moved to the forward line and despite kicking like her  
dad managed 2 goals. Well done.  Ella had a run in the middle which was well deserved.   
A good solid effort by the girls with some great tackle pressure to shut down the opposition. 
A highlight was Penny taking a great mark coming sideways through the pack in the forward 
line.  It was a tough day for Heidelberg, who came up from 2nd Division and could have been 
worse had it been dry. Good work girls see you at training.



15  APR 1 Burger night

22  APR 2

29  APR 3

06  MAY 4

11  MAY U8/9 Mother’s Day night games

13  MAY 5 Mother’s Day

20  MAY 6 U8 Round Robin

27  MAY 7 U9 Round Robin

02  JUN Trivia night        

03  JUN 8 

10  JUN Queen’s Birthday Weekend

17  JUN 9 Burger night

24  JUN 10 Team photos

01  J U L  School holidays

08  J U L  School holidays

15  J U L  11

21  J U L  Social night at The Grand Hotel Warrandyte

22  J U L  12

29  J U L  13

05  AUG 14

12  AUG 15 U10 Light Prem., Burger night   

19  AUG Semi Finals

26  AUG Preliminary Finals

02  S E P  Grand Final

09  S E P  Presentation Day
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